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Judith Ramaley was officially inaugurated Friday, April 7 as Winona State's first female president. During her speech, Ramaley expressed her enthusiasm for her family's support, especially that of her six grandchildren.

Ronnie Langel
WINONAN
The clouds parted Friday, April 7 to a sea
of 10,000 purple balloons as Winona State
University welcomed its 14th president, Dr.
Judith Ramaley.
"I already love this community and I feel
a part of it," Ramaley said.
After the procession through the Winona
State campus, Ramaley was greeted by
people representing the university and the
community during the inauguration ceremony in McCown Gymnasium.

A light-hearted speech by Brother Craig plans and dusted off others, you've talked
Franz, president of St. Mary's University, with students and the irate mothers," Franz
surprised the audience with a self-written read.
poem titled "Ode to Judith," in honor of
Mike Speltz, vice-president of Merchants
Ramaley's love of poetry.
Bank, president of the Winona State alum"That was an unexpected treat," said . ni society and member of the presidential
Master of Ceremonies Mary Kesler.
search committee, said he was impressed
The poem mentioned Winona State's with Ramaley, whom he described as a
recent national championship victory and "woman dressed sharply, [with] a gray head
congratulated Ramaley's work as presi- of hair and these round glasses."
dent.
Speltz described Ramaley as "passionate
"You spearhead the cheers for the WSU and generous."
dream, even rooting to victory that cham"I felt like we were connected," Speltz
pionship team. You've drafted strategic said.

See RAMALEY, Page 2
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RAMALEY
"This person is right for the job."
Robert DuFresne, Winona State's 10th president,
brought "greetings from the dim and distant past."
His speech described past presidents and their accomplishments and congratulated Ramaley as Winona State's first female president.
"All were ahead of their times," he said, "but they
were all men! Today's events would have astonished
the ol' boys."
Before coming to Winona, Ramaley was a professor
and the first and only female president at the University of Vermont.
Associate Provost and Professor, Jill Mattuck Tarule of UVM spoke of Ramaley's successes.
"She does leave tracks," she said. "She has a vision
and perspective that enlivened and challenged us all.
"I feel like we are giving away our first born," said
Tarule.
Symbols of office were presented to represent certain aspects of the presidential role.
The university mace, signifying authority was presented by Kesler.

Continued from Page 1
Also presented was the Lamp of
Knowledge by Student Senate President Ryan Flynn.
"The lamp is a safehaven for a
flame," said Flynn. "Not only is the
lamp a symbol of knowledge, but
also of passion and courage to move
into the future. Winona State is not
the flame; it is simply the keeper of
the flame."
Also presented was a chain recognizing the past, present and future of
the university.
It was given by professor James
Reynolds, faculty member Nancy
Nelton and Ramaley's grandson
Adam, representing 'retired faculty
and administration, staff and the future.
The presidential medallion, which
symbolizes faith in education and
presidential responsibility to

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Student Senate President Ryan Flynn offered Winona State President Judith Ramaley a "Lamp of Knowledge," a symbol of knowledge, passion and courage to move into the future.

The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of
your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

To learn more about Army ROTC and the Leader's Training Course
contact The Department of Military Science at 785-6760 today!
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formula for university advancement, was highlighted
students, was in her speech.
presented by
"Success in Learning for the 21st Century is the
the Chancel- ability to adapt and also having the courage and palor of Min- tience to look at the old questions that we couldn't
nesota State solve before," she said.
Colleges and
"No institution can be self-contained any more. WiUniversities, nona State cannot achieve its highest hopes without
James Mc- other institutions."
Cormick.
The inauguration was preceded and followed by
Ramaley performances from the Winona State symphonic wind
said, "The ensemble.
medallion is
During the inauguration James Hoch conducted a
heavy, but self-written song, "Fanfare, Chorale and Flourish."
the respon- It was commissioned by Ramaley to be played dursibilities sit ing her inauguration. Her son, Andrew Ramaley, also
lightly on played.
my shoulMerchants Bank, which topped the inauguration
ders because donation list at more than $5,000, was part of the proof this com- cession.
munity that's
The bank also donated the 10,000 purple balloons
grown to be placed around campus.
my home."
"We are happy to step up and help in any way we
Ramaley can," said Merchants Bank president, Rod Nelson.
referred to
Ending the delegation of robes ceremony, Ramaley
Winona as descended the steps of Somsen Hall accompanied by
a little river an honor guard of the Knights of Columbus, Winona
town that Police Department and the Winona County Sheriffs
serves as a Department.
bridge beRamaley's two sons, daughter-in-law and six grandtween rural children walked with her to McGown Gymnasium.
and urban
After the inauguration, a reception was held in the
and the past, Darrell W. Krueger Library.
present, and
future.
Learning
for the 21st
Century, Ramaley's new

Adopt-a-block, Spruce Up Day builds community relations
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
On Thursday, April 6 more than 500
college students from three Winona
colleges traded in their pencils for
paintbrushes qand their textbooks for
garbage bags.
Students, staff and faculty from Winona State, Minnesota State College
Southeast Technical and St. Mary's
University joined forces to volunteer
their efforts in the community.
Some groups painted buildings, some
cared for abandoned animals and some
cleaned local parks and trails.
Winona State President Judith Ramaley said the idea for Spruce Up Dal
represents her character as a practical
person who likes to tell stories.
"Spruce Up Day is practical, it's visible and it's a very good story," she
said.
Ramaley said she has high hopes that
Spruce Up Day will become an annual
event for the three colleges and the entire community.
After new city ordinances, such as
the 30 percent rental cap, created hostile divisions last fall, campus organizers proposed the Adopt-a-Block idea.
Similar to "adopt-a-highway," each
student club adopted one block near
campus to clean.
Vicki Englich, Winona State community relations representative, said she
worries about shards of glass when she
walks her dog.
"I live close to campus, and there are
certain blocks east of Main that I won't
even walk on because I'm afraid of broken glass," she said.
Englich said she noticed a lot of tension between students, neighborhood
residents and landlords last fall, and

said that the Adopt-aBlock is a long-term
project to improve
these relations.
The Adopt-a-Block
task force joined
forces with the Spruce
Up Day, which was
planned for Ramaley's inauguration.
Because of the time
of day many residents were not home.
Englich said that having the clean-up on a
Saturday, the original day planned, may
have attracted more
residents to come outside and greet the volunteers.
Next time, she said,
residents could serve
the volunteers cookies and other refreshments or even pitch
in and help with the
clean-up.
Another Adopt-aBlock event is planned
for the fall.
Elena Grimm/WINONAN
Englich's long-term
College students cleared their schedules for a day of sprucing up the neighborhood.
vision for Adopt-aBlock is to give stufor the past 20 years, and they volunteer in the areas around campus.
dents a guide for off-campus living and in our community, they volunteer in
Jon Heer, a Winona State freshman
to recruit "resident mentors" or neigh- our schools, they work for us here, they and Winona native, picked up trash
bors that off-campus students can go to contribute to the economy in a huge with the computer science club along
as resources.
way, and I think it is so important that Main Street.
"It's not about picking up trash," people respect that about our students,"
"Every club is a part of the commuEnglich said. "It's about cultivating she said. "Winona State students con- nity and needs to do something for the
strong, respectful relationships between tribute to our way of life immensely."
community," he said.
everybody."
Although a Winona native, attending
Deb Salyards, a city council member
Englich said by improving relation- and the owner of a bed and breakfast Winona State opened up the city for
ships, stereotypes could be broken.
across from Memorial Hall, said that Heer.
"I have known Winona State students this type of community effort was "long
"I never realized how big Winona
overdue."
"We have good kids
here," Salyards said.
"A lot of people forget
that." Salyard helped
students pick up trash

was until I went to campus," he said.
"There's just so much more to do for
the community than I thought."
Kristina Trastek, a Winona State

See SPRUCE UP, Page 7

BAKER'S HELPER WANTED!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

MONDAY - FRIDAY 2AM - 6AM
FROSTING DONUTS AND
PREPARING ORDERS
PICK UP APPLICATION IN THE STORE!

Bloedow Bakery 451 Broadway St (507) 452-3682
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Eric Smith

Andre Massis
Fernando Nieves

Hanwey Shieh

Jon Fox

Zack Danielson

Bharat Kumar

Chad Utsch

bonding tradition of lighting one's

can do i can do better.' Sure enough,

own farts. Sure, there's little more

The One Upper claimed to not only

enticing than the ignition Cif one's own

know boats, but he also boasted cif

combustible human gasses, but much

captaining his own 40-foot vessel.

the script, Fernando was recast in

like riding an electric scooter, you

the role of "the villain" in front of a

don't look that cool doing it. When

Eric tried to navigate to the calmer
waters of car talk but was run over

crowd of horrified ordcx)kers. No

the laughter subsided, Hanwey was

again by The One Upper's supposed

one. hooks up with an Insensitive

left with nothing but a good laugh

vintage GE.)rrnan roadster. The tension

pig. Rest in peace Fernando, but you

and the taint smell of old eggs, while

quickly mounted, and, soon the two

The Drama Queen was done flipping

sleep alone,

his lady was snared by a new suitor.

were engaged in a ruthless game of

Man, talk about blowing if.

one-upmanship, C.)n and on they went,

DANIELSON Zock, Manta, GA

seeing who the (Aei guy lust said

It was early in the evening yesterday

and raising him. When the smoke

OUCH Chad, New Brunswick, NJ

when Zack's game left us, and while

cleared, Eric had won 'the gloat-fest,

His gone was faring nicely at the:

MAWS Andre, Sao Patio, BR

it :didn't go without a fight, Zack.

but fine ga was nowhere io be found.

loco: coffee shop with a seemingly

Was lured away from a pretty young

did have his arse unceremoniously

No one likeS a . braggart. Eric's

receptive lane drinker celled Rita
and he seemed well on his way to a

thing and into, a heated game of

handed to him. Upon returning from

game was last seen drifting away •

'Foos' by his good friend Car —more

the bathroom, Zack found the girt he

towards the vast sea of loneliness in

little afternoon delight, that is until the

commonly known as "The tvi,ciyor of

was seeing had been surrounded by

an undersized boat.

corduroy-clad Garnekiller known as

No Women's land. . " While Andre

a beefy mesernorph, Early Man, wl;6

icy entered picture. This pompous

made several attempts to ° step away

tried, to use his abundant muscle to

scholastic scavenger, famous for

and out himself back into contention

strong•arm him out ofthe picture. Zack

luring men into heated debates on

with the said female, Carl's relentless:

did riot keep his cool and accused his

subjects of which they know rioihing,

pursuit for all things that don't involve

young lady friend of flirting with the

KUMAR Bharat Jacksonville, FL

getting some, • was ultimately too

first guy Who came (Jiang. His girl, no

After kicking his game to a leggy

to art and pounced. Immediately he

much for the young Andre. He: airickly

doubt disgusted by Zack's aver-the

redhead at o , doim mixer, Bharat was

steered the dialogue into an area
known- as Out Of Chad's Depth where

aver-IT:eard' the conversation turning

found himself sweating it .out over

top brovodo, flea the scene whE....1) his

interrUpied by Trevor, a.k.a. British

the air hockey table, from where. he

far from attractive jealousy escalated

Accent (hoy. 'Werner) are &awn to

he would dish out ever increasing

Would catch a glimpse of his young

into Zack throwing a punch, Which

men with British accents, so oil it took

portions of intellectual emastulation.
Chad reacted as anyone with a 20

beauty heading out the door with

was cOUg hi in mid-air by something

was a single "pardon" tcs, make his girl

another suitor. Andre's game will be

that looked like a hand, but felt like a

ise an eyebrow tawc.lra ihs game

remembered by many, just not her,

20:b Vice. By the time Zack regained

killing Redcoat. This prompted Bharat

FOX Jon, London, UK

consciousness, he was home alone

to get riled by tailing out the guy'S

Jon's game, beloved to many a

and unable to console. himself with

busted grill of yellowing bad ieeth

cheerleader and. facilitator of the

isn't to shove the questioner in the

his dominant hand.

arid comparing the merits of baseball

rn‘-;nage of 2.003, was fairing at

chest. Rita 'was left to apologize

over cricket, The British Accent Guy

a. C.old Coast club with a:delightful

emphatically for Chad's actions and

smiled and opened his mouth only to

pair of sisters. That is- until the playboy

asked if she could make up for it in

offer small bits of non-confrontational

predator and full time • Gann; killer

some way. Chad tried to recover, but

banter, allowing his accent to seep

simply kri(min as Kosh t'Jrunni entered

ii was too late, He had lost - his cool,

into the girl's brain like. •a piece of

the picture. A well-endowed socialite

and his game would retire home,

brilliant propaganda. In the end, the

famous for trashing 5stdr hotel rooms,

where it would begin its own blue

Brit would invade on Wlarats territory

.Kash had traveled in from oil.rich lands

period.

with ease, taking ihe girl, and leaving

-wearing expensive- Italian loafers aria

Bharat's game strewn on the road: as

indoor sunglasses. Drinks were bought

a piece of collateral damage.

for willing and unwilling recipients

NIEVES Fernando, New York, NY
His game was alive and well-on its

point l0 deficit facing '1(:)' would:

alike with his family's fortune, whiefi .

way Jo a ten digit exchange with.

SMITH Eric, Washington, DC

he shamelessly Haunted in the form of.
an array of high sktus plastic. This

a hoitie known as Britney, but was

SHIEH Hanwey, Los Angeles, CA

His game came: to its demise in

suddenly bushwhacked by ci classic

Hanwey was chatting up ci Latin diva

;lie most unlikely of. circumstances.

caused Jon to suddenly lose his cool

Gams:killer, The Drama Queen. She

at an apartn-rent complex barbecue

While engaging in two of his most

and go on the deknsive by opening

ran into the scene, tears streaming,

and his game was hot enough to

pleasurable postiMes: talking about

a tab of his own. On his debit card.•

and sobbed a story of having seen

pose a fire hazard, that is until his

boats, with his other passion, a

After three rounds jc.m's account was

her ex from four years ago. '1, I,

friend and cocoon of horror known.

beautiful girl who seemed .genuinely

maxeci.. Shortly after he was dropped

just can't be alone tonight, Brit." Still

as The Mess entered the picture and

interested. They were even planning

off alone would Jon learn the hard

a retrievable situation had Fernando

snatched. Hanwey up like a flash

to go Out in his 15-foot dinghy, only

way- that a wornon's- affection should

kept his coal:.. But he didn't. 'Four

flood of distraction. Somewhat of a

to hit unseen rocks in the form of The

never be for sale, and that many a

years seems like a long time ago,"

loose cannon, The Mess immediately

One Upper, the classic Gamekiller

man has gone broke trying to prove

he said. in a I innocence. By .the time

engaged Hanwey in the age-old male

who lives by the motto 'Anything you

otherwise.

the wrong way. No, the drawer to
"When do you feel Picasso peaked?".

Obituaries can he created
and sent via email to friends
at garnekillers.com

Keep Your Cool. Axe Dry.
02006UNILEVER
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Senate elections yield record-high voter turnout
Carl Soderberg wins presidency by a 41 % majortity
Kelly Mullins
WINONAN

Flynn attributes
Reese, a Winona State juthe increase in
nior who was a part of last
voter turnout to
year's election committee.
"The printouts from the
After three boxes of piz- the diverse selecelection are mostly accuza, 24 cans of pop, 1,304 tion of candidates
rate if the name was on
student votes and over 10 and the increased
the ballot, but the writehours of deliberation, the attention to risin
ins are tabulated by the
five-person Winona State tuition costs.
Although the
computers, so [the elecUniversity Student Senate
tion committee has] to go
election committee an- voting process is
through and double check
nounced Carl Soderberg electronic, ballots
are
still
tallied
by
the printout accuracy,"
as president-elect for the
hand,
accountsaid Reese.
2006-2007 school year.
ing
for
the
count
Berens said the election
Soderberg, despite only
lasting
from
3:30
committee's
original inhaving one year of stup.m.
to
2
a.m.,
tention
was
not
to release
dent senate experience,
with
the
exception
election
results
until all
said election results reflect
of
a
few
two-minvotes
had
been
tallied
for
SODERBERG
time and effort spent on
ute breaks.
all senate positions, bethe campaign.
A tired Laura Berens, taining the error.
cause many people run for
"Experience
doesn't
"The online election more than one seat.
necessarily translate into a member of this year's
is still relatively new, so
Berens said that pre-reeffective leadership," So- election committee,, had
it's
not the most perfect leasing information causes
derberg said. "I believe in one word the morning afsystem yet," said Travis
myself and people believe ter the ballot-counting was
complete: "Long."
in me as their leader."
See ELECTIONS, Page 7
Berens
said
Rotney O'Shea, one of
commitother presidential candi- the
dates, who had more than tee encountered
two years experience with few snags, like
the senate, said that while the hand-recorda small part of him is dis- ing of the writeappointed about losing in names that
the election, he's relieved lengthened the
overall about not winning. process.
"We count the
O'Shea said he thinks
the right person won. "[So- ballots [by hand]
derberg] was prepared," because of comO'Shea said. "He really puter glitches
put his heart out there and with invalid entries and to make
students listen to him."
"[My] opposition put up sure the system
a good fight, I commend is tested," said
their efforts," Soderberg Berens, who supsaid. "It was a long, tiring ports the idea of
moving to a syseffort for all of us."
For more than 30 years, Birthright
Soderberg said he's tem of only counthas helped thousands of students
looking forward to work- ing the write-in
worried about pregnancy. Our
ing with the student senate ballot names and
invalidated
enadministration. "I have a
friendly volunteers offer free preggreat working relationship tries by hand in
nancy tests, answers to your queswith Ms. Winter and Ms. next year's elecStelpflug,"Soderberg said. tion.
tions, referrals to community servicCurrently, if a
Ryan Flynn, the current
es and, most important, a friend to
student senate president, constituent nomilisten. All of our help os free and
who chaired the election nates more than
committee, said, "Within the allotted numconfidential
recent memory, this is a re- ber of names for
Call anytime: 452-2421 920 W. Fifth St.
cord," commenting on the a position, the
Email address:
17.1 percent voter turn- computer invaliout by the student body dates the entire
birthrightwinona@hotmail.com
as compared to last year's ballot, rather than
the sole seat con14.9 percent of students.

Worriedahour
yregnancy?

(11Birthright
can help.
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Students and social workers lobby at Capitol

Tony Borreson/WINONAN

Approximately 60 members of the Winona State Student Association of Social Workers lobbied at the
Capitol last Monday. Their voices united with the additional 300 protesters, chanting, "One, two, three,
four, don't forget the working poor. Five, six, seven, eight, equal treatment gay or straight."

OCK AGAINST VIOLE
Want to see some great local bands while
supporting a great cause?
Well here's your chance!
18 + Show

r.

Rascal's Bar on 3rd Street
Thursday, April 13th
7:30 PM - 1:00 PM
Tickets are $6 at the door or
$5 with a non-perishable food item!

Money raised at the concert will be donated
to the Women's Resource Center!

6 News

Tony Borreson
WINONAN
Members of Winona State University
Student Senate traveled to St. Paul Monday, April 3 to lobby for student issues.
The student senators met with state
legislators from Winona and surrounding districts to discuss the Winona State
bonding bills, a proposed learning tax
and the creation of a legislative textbook
task force.
The bonding bills, which ask for more
than $12 million in funds for projects like
the renovation of Maxwell Hall, additions
to Memorial Hall and improvements and
upkeep projects around campus, recently
passed in the Minnesota State Senate.
The bill still needs to be approved by
the House of Representatives and a conference committee.
Student Senate president Ryan Flynn
said he is confident that Winona State
will receive some funding from the bills
because of the success of past lobbying
efforts.
Another issue on the student senators'
agenda was a bill barring local governments from imposing fees on students at
post-secondary institutions.

Flynn said he supported the bill because he doesn't
agree with fees "just for being students."
The bill passed unanimously, said Flynn, partly due
to Student Senate's efforts.
Flynn said the bill was fairly obscure and that the
senate got the word out to the state legislators.
"It was cool to lobby for something, and see it
passed unanimously a few hours later," Flynn said.
The bill was created because the city of St. Paul
attempted to charge each student enrolled in a postsecondary institution $25 for emergency services and
other tax-funded programs.
Winona State vice president Kari Winter said that
even though the bill was proposed because of a fee
in just one city, there was danger of that tax being
imposed in other communities.
"It's got to stop somewhere," she said.
The student senators also lobbied for a bill requiring the creation of a textbook cost task force by the
Minnesota Office of Higher Education.
According to the bill, the task force, which would
include students, faculty and administrators, would
address issues such as price, repurchasing problems
and the possibility of a textbook rental program.
According to student senator Jared Stene, the task
force will also examine practices like bundling and
mandatory inclusion of CDs and online service accounts.
Stene said he hopes the task force will look into
the possibility of offering individually downloadable
chapters of books.
The bill may be amended to include textbook publishers and related parties, said Stene.
He also said the task force will be created even if
it does not pass the state legislature. The bill simply
makes it official and sets Jan. 15, 2007 as the deadline
for a report.
Stene held a mock textbook funeral earlier this semester to collect testimony from students that would
help lead to the creation of the task force.
The Winona State Student Association of Social
Workers also had a lobby day at the Capitol.
Social work students lobbied for issues like mental
health, universal healthcare and same-sex marriage.
Social work professor Ruth Charles said she encouraged students to promote issues that would affect
them in their future careers and ones that were important to them personally.
The event, which was organized by the National Association of Social Workers included about 330 social
work students from 18 colleges around the state.
About 60 of them were from Winona State, 40 of
whom traveled to the event in a coach bus that departed before dawn.
The bus dropped students off at the Minnesota History Center, a short distance from the Capitol building, where they were advised on strategies and arguments to use when meeting with state legislators later
in the day.
After the advising sessions, called "breakout sessions," and a break for lunch, the students gathered in
the main lobby of the History Center to prepare for a

See LOBBY DAY, Page 7-

SPRUCE UP
senior who volunteered with the Student Association of Social Workers,
said, "We were only out here 15 minutes and cleaned four blocks. If you
had everyone on campus working,
we could do the whole town."
At a news conference at Bub's, following the day of service, all three
presidents of the colleges in Winona
congratulated volunteers on a job
well done.
"This kinda [sic] thing is contagious," Ramaley said. "To see. the
smile on your faces, to see the strain
on your shoulders—this is an inspiration for all."
Minnesota State College Southeast
Technical president Jim Johnson said
the day was a reminder of the power
of students.
"I always say that we're of the
community, not just in the community." he said.
Johnson said that it gives students
and faculty a new experience that
goes beyond attending school every
day.
Eighty-four students and faculty of
the technical college cleaned up areas along the Mississippi River and
Hwy. 61.
Brother Craig Franz, St. Mary's
University president, still had proof
of the day's work—smears of white
paint on his hands from painting a
Cotter High School building.
The 60 St. Mary's students and
faculty focused their efforts on the
area's schools—painting and doing
yardwork.
"Volunteer work is a part of our
tradition," Franz said.

LOBBY DAY

Continued from Page 3
The clubs that participated in
Adopt-a-Block were Society for Human Resources Management, Catholic Newman Center, Sociology Club,
University Programming and Activities Committee, Paralegal Association, Synergy, Sheehan Hall, Outdor
Club, Student Association of Social
Workers, American Marketing Association, Delta Phi Epsilon, Computer
Science Club, Health and Wellness
Association and Health Organization
for Promotion and Education.
The Tau-Maria hall council volunteered at neighborhoods surrounding
West Campus. Several classes participated as well.
Landlords from the Winona Housing Association also contributed to
the effort by disposing of trash bags.
A new Web site was
created by students to
match them to faculty
members who want to
volunteer with local community organizations.
The Web site is temporarily available at http://
cs.winona.edu/Students/
CS344/WSL/index.htm.
Spruce Up Winona Day
is only part of the tri-college partnership that is
making strides. The three
areas of focus are community service, credit transferability and renewable
energy projects.

Continued from Page 6
march to the Capitol building.
Pelowski said he advocates lowering
St. Paul police closed nearly half a mile
the
financial burden on college students.
of John Ireland Blvd. to escort the lobby"We
as a community pay for it," said
ing students.
Pelowski.
"We don't let the people least
The mass chanted "One, two, three,
able
to
pay
for it."
four, don't forget the working poor. Five,
But,
Pelowski
warned, "You're probsix, seven, eight, equal treatment gay or
ably
looking
at
another
11 percent in tustraight," and "Hey hey, ho ho, discrimi- .
ition."
nation's got to go," as they advanced toHe encouraged students to let the legisward the Capitol steps carrying signs they
lature
know how they feel.
made during the lunch break.
"Pound
it home," he said. "Just hit us
After a short rally in front of the buildright
over
the
head."
ing, students continued to chant inside the
A
group
also
met with Sen. Bob Kierlin
rotunda.
of
Winona.
House member Larry Hosch from St.
Kierlin said he is in favor of the antiJoseph, Minn. spoke about increased edugay
marriage amendment because he
cation funding, calling it "inadequate"
thinks
the public, not the state legislature,
and advocating for 70 percent funding.
should
have the final say.
The students split up into groups to
speak to legislators.
A group of about 15 met with Rep. Gene
Pelowski of Winona.

IF YOU SAVE A HERO WHAT DOES THAT MAKE YOU?

ELECTIONS

Continued from Page 5
problems because there is a possiblity that candidates will be given
false information
"When you run for a seat, it becomes personal," Berens said. "To
find you did get a seat and you didn't, or you didn't get a seat and
you did, is emotionally taxing."
Berens added that false information situations cause people to
question the credibility of the election committee. "People don't
know what to believe," Berens said.
"We want to be as accurate as possible because elections can be
really close," said Berens, referring to last year's vice-presidential
election, which was decided within six votes.
Berens cited some interesting candidates that appeared as writeins on the ballots, including: "Mr I H8 Progress at WSU," "No
Confidence," "Former President Darrell Krueger," "You like it in
the A**," "Ryan 'his dreaminess' Flynn," Cyberindee Editor John
Vivian,. National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
President Sara Manz, "Jesus, the Mattress Giant" and "My Left
Testicle."

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before
for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Grades are an imperfect scale of effort

Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

"I don't get Cs," I was told you've been a student here for your GPA is to find out
with a great deal of firmness more than a semester, which how hard you work and how
and certainty, and perhaps a at this point of the school year well you do—and grades are an
tiny bit of self-righteousness.
probably encompasses 96% of imperfect measure of this.
Not to mention that the rest
The person in question, as the student body, you know that
far as I know, was telling the several departments have grad- of the application, résumé and
truth.
ing standards which deviate cover letter are designed to find
And of course there was the from the ten-point letter grade out pretty much the same thing,
student who related to me the norm.
only in more detail.
story of how she much she had
Not to mention professors
Do grades really indicate
studied this last weekend— who grade subjectively or, on a how hard we work and how
while sick and on less sleep C or B curve, or a curve against well we've done?
than was good for her.
the majority of the students in
There's cerainly a correlaAfter all, B stands for Bad the class.
tion. But sometimes it doesn't
and C stands for Complete FailWithout making a judgment match up.
ure. Don't even get started on on the sanity of having such a
You could work for hours
Ds and Fs—those are grounds hodgepodge of grading meth- studying and working for a class
for committing seppuku out of ods meshed into one GPA scale, and not earn perfect grades. In
earning a particular grade is no the end, it's the hard work_ , the
mortification.
I'm not sure I'm entirely longer necessarily indicative of responsibility and work ethic
comfortable with this grade- how hard one worked or how that will matter.
driven attitude.
well one succeeded.
Five years after you get out
Not that it's a bad thing to
Moreover, grades in and of of school, your GPA won't
be motivated by academic suc- themselves mean next to noth- even have that one line on your
cess, or to be competitive, but ing.
job application.
grades are not in and of themSure, it's one line on your
Too many people spend too
selves important.
job application. But the whole much time worrying about
Think for a moment: if reason employers will look at grades.

I admit I'm one of them.
I failed every class first semester of seventh grade, made
perfect grades in high school
and went nearly insane trying
to repeat that performance my
freshmen year at Indiana University.
This year, I've come to a different conclusion.
Right now, I have promised
my parents not to care about
grades. And given my procrastination issues, that's not too
much of a leap.
But in all seriousness, what
can I do except my best?
What can anyone do except
their best? If we do our best, no
matter what the grade is, nobody else can ask for anything
more and neither can we.
Reach
Samuel
at
SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu

Graduation ceremony a bore

Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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Holy balloons Batman!
It official: our president is finally inaugurated.
Only three more weeks of
painful studying and we've
finally reached the Promised
Land. Entire weekends will be
spent roaming around, grazing on finger sandwiches and
drinking all the punch we can
handle.
I love graduation season.
However, I hate the actual

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

ceremony.
I can't figure out a better way
to bore a large audience than to
spend a couple hours reading
off a list of names and watching
people walk across a stage.
My friends have strict instructions if they want me to
witness their "walk": Send me
a text message 30 seconds before walking across the stage
in order to allow ample time to
change the TV channel.
There's a time for speeches,
and a time to get real.
These students spent hours
upon hours sitting in class listening to boring lectures to get
to this point.
To reward them we sit them
through the most boring fourhour lecture of their life.
I'd much rather have my
diploma handed to me by the
local postal carrier and spend

winonan@winona.edu

the entire day with friends and
family.
If you want to give a motivational speech, e-mail it.
This way graduates can easily go back and read it in moments of desperation.
To all my friends concerned
over my lack of care for their
graduation ceremony: no worries.
I wouldn't miss your graduation party for the world.
I'll be sure to eat a few sandwiches and tell your grandmother how you're the best
friend anyone could ask for.
And about the time you went
streaking through the Hardee's
drive-thru.

Cqrapkie besicqn
Seri or Show
April 12-19, 2004
clallery iZeceptiorN: April 12

J-1- :30 - 30 prvl
Reach Carl at
CRHunter6218@winona.edu

Located in
Watkins Gallery
Vvatkirs

(507) 457-5119

Loiters to the Editor
Testosterone 101 for
everyone

think if we all loved each other,
instead of hated one another,
everyone would be happier. If
you feel the word "testosterNick Hartlep
one" is inappropriate and that
Education
men need to show you (women
Senior
and men) more respect, you
I have heard that posters for should encourage your boythe Testosterone 101 all-men friend to come to the conferconference at Pleasant Valley_. ence. If you do not have a boyChurch have been torn down. friend but have a girlfriend, you
Note: I did not write that I saw should encourage the men you
them being torn down. If I did know to come to the conferthat, I would be lying. Integrity ence. Why you ask? Because
is something that is important, this conference will benefit evyet how many times do we lie, eryone. Men will respect more
people if they know what that
steal and cheat.
This letter to the editor is for looks like.
This conference is going
those who have or have contemplated ripping down those to be awesome! So come on
posters. Regardless of your down! And if you ripped down
a sign, God forgives you!
motives, they are wrong.
Take a risk and come to the
This conference is going to
be a great opportunity for men conference and learn some cool
to come together for fellowship stuff! It is Saturday, April 22
and learn from each other what 2006 9:30 AM-4:30PM. TickGod is doing in their lives. I ets cost $5.00. You can email

keith@pvefc.org for more information.

Anti-Schuck column was
biased
Brent Ylvisaker
Political Science
Junior
"Do you really want someone who says "Signs that you
should stay away from the
Maxwell Fitness Center: You
weigh 410 pound—watch out
tubby, you might bust the machine and ruin it for the rest
of us" representing you, your
peers and the university as a
whole? I have no doubt that
Mr. Greene thought her article
was catchy and "funny". I am
not going to debate the humor
element. Instead, what I'm
trying to point out is Greene's
lack of professionality. Some-

Lametti's second chance

Kate Weber
Editor in Chief
As many of you read in our March 29 issue of the Winonan, one of our fellow classmates was found counterfeiting bills in his
dorm room about a month ago. This student,
Dustin Lametti, agreed to sit down with me
and talk about his experience and why he
decided to conduct his illegal project in the
first place.
"I'm in some debt," Lametti said. "I'd
like to get out of it. My money situation was
bad."
As a college student, I definitely know
how he feels. It seems like we are always
fighting for that extra dollar to buy a scantron for class, yet I don't know if illegally
copying money would immediately jump
into my mind as an option.
As we sat discussing the "experiment,"
Lametti was very forthcoming as to how

much time it took and how precise he was
on each and every bill. After scanning the
dollars in on the campus library scanners,
he would diligently work on several different image programs downloaded onto his
university-issued laptop to perfect the look.
Even while he made these bills, Lametti
never thought of the consequences of getting caught.
"I wasn't really thinking about this kind
of punishment," Lametti said, regarding the
possible involvement of the FBI. "It's a victimless crime. I'm not out robbing people."
Because Lametti did not use any of the
fake bills, his punishment was not severe.
His contract with the residence halls was
terminated as of March 31 and he was suspended from the Winona State campus,
including his own classes, from April 3 to
April 10.
Despite a permanent smear on his record,
Lametti keeps a positive outlook.
"I'm just trying to get my ducks in a line
and I'm still planning a future," Lametti
said.
After hearing Lametti's tale, I am reminded of second chances. No matter how
deep you dig yourself into a hole, there is
always a hint of sunlight left to guide your
way out—as long as you have the willpower
and personal drive to do so.

one working in a monumental
position, like copy editor of the
campus newspaper, should try
and present themselves as responsible, professional and mature. Ask yourself if you really
want someone as irresponsible
and irreverent as Greene representing Winona State."
Does that paragraph sound
familiar in any way? Just curious.
"People who felt offended
by Schuck's campaign slogan
might want to take a minute
to reflect on why they were offended. If it was because they
took her words literally, then I
would like to point out that she
was merely making light of human folly in regards to profanity. If people were actually, discouraged from voting for her by
her campaign slogan, then they
probably weren't too keen on
her to start with. And, finally,
to those who were personally

offended—why?"
How about that one?
I do have to commend Laura
Greene for her brilliant observation that Schuck's supporter
in the letter to the editor was
her boyfriend. As we all know,
Ad Hominem fallacies have
been widely accepted in the
logical community for years as
a completely legitimate way to
argue against something. That
way, you don't even have to attack the argument itself, just the
person making the argument.
Actually forming coherent logical arguments is too much to
expect of anyone, and certainly
isn't necessary for professionality (and not professionalism,
which is obviously much less of
a word than professionality).
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"A
BUCK A LINE"
Last chance to say g'bye to your
fellow graduates??
The Winonan's got cha covered!
Purchase "shout out space" in the
2006 Graduation issue!
crazy memories • jokes • confessions • hook ups
break ups • embarrassing moments
dirty lil secrets • revenge • whatever!'

NOW's your chance to get 'em OUT!
Stop down at the Winonan office
(in lower Kryzsko Commons)

•,

Wednesday
April 1 9th
Don't wait too long, the DEADLINE is: 9 .pm
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money in the drop box.
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Big Hearts and Bowls 116 Pi

litertaillment

Art students, staff, local artists raise $1,300 for the hungry
Lindsey Holl
WINONAN
Winona State University
art students "souped up" their
handmade ceramic bowls to
help the Winona Volunteer Services Food Shelf.
Thursday, April 6, Winona
State's Art Department, art club
and ceramics classes hosted the
second annual "Empty Bowls"
fundraiser in Watkins Hall.
Angie Meyer, Winona State
art student, said students in the
lower level ceramics class had
to make five hand-made or
wheel-spun bowls. She said
the upper level classes had to
make seven wheel-spun bowls.
Meyer said her instructor
gave the assignment two weeks
into the class, and the bowls
were to be completed the day
of the event.
It was somewhat challenging to get all of the bowls completed because the class had
numerous other projects, said
Meyer.
She said that if she was
working on a piece and it
wasn't turning out the way she
had intended, she would turn it
into a bowl, which made things
easier.
Students who attended the
fundraiser could spend $7 to

$10 to find a bowl they wanted.
The bowls were then filled with
soup donated from the Blue
Heron.
Last year, the event was
held at the Blue Heron, which
received one-third of the profits.
This year, all profits went
to the Winona Volunteer Ser-

vices Food Shelf
Meyer said, "People like
the bowls, and it goes to a good
cause."
Students created more than
100 bowls, more than in past
years, Meyer said.
The event included bowls
from a variety of people, including students, professors

and local artists.
Professors and local artists Chuck Aydlett, Mike Knox,
Lynette Power and Anne Scott
Plummer donated their work.
Anne Plummer, Winona
State art professor, said she
heard about the "Empty Bowls"
fundraiser at a conference for
the National Council for Edu-

cation in Ceramic Arts.
She said she wanted to start
the fundraiser at Winona State
when she heard of the success
that other towns had with it.
Plummer said that Duluth raises more than $10,000
through their "Empty Bowls"
fundraising efforts.
People throughout the
country participate in this fundraiser to help benefit local food
shelves, she said.
Plummer said she hopes
the event in Winona will "build
over time" and continue to raise
more money.
Last year the bowls and
soup were sold out within an
hour, bringing in over $500.
Meyer said this year's efforts raised $1,300 and sold out
of bowls in under two hours.
People were still encouraged to buy soup and donate.
Plummer had hoped to raise
about $1,000.
Plummer said this was one
of her favorite things to do, and
that students enjoy it too.
She thanked the students
and Blue Heron for donating.
Plummer also thanked the
people who came and supported the cause.

Nicole FeestAVINONAN
Students, faculty, and community members stopped by Watkins Art Gallery last week to
purchase a bowl, dine on hot soup and donate money to the Winona Volunteer Services
Food Shelf. The nationwide fundraiser generated more than $10,000 in some areas.

Reach Lindsey Holl at
LAHo117636@winona.edu

Nepali Club organizes cultural festival 'Nepal Fusion'
Swadhinta Baral
WINONAN
As this year's spring semester draws nearer to its end,
it brings with it the usual stress
and unhappiness.
Winona State University
students, however, can still find

10 Arts 6 Entertainment

fun in cultural activities.
The Nepali Club and Student Senate have prepared "Nepal Fusion," an event featuring
Napali food and entertainment.
The event is the first of its
kind for Nepali Club, as the organization is less than one year
old.

Seventy-five students participate in the club, with 70
from Nepal and five from other
countries.
"We have been planning this event for almost five
months and all the members of
the club have really been working hard to make the event a

successful one," said Tshering
Sherpa, the club's secretary.
Nepali Club member and
event performer, Mahima Bhetwal, said she is looking forward
to "Nepal Fusion" because she
and other group members have
diligently practiced for the cultural show.

Paresh Shrestha, event volunteer, said the club members'
hard and dedicated work could
hopefully make the event suc-

cessful.
Sherpa said the club organized "Nepal Fusion" to promote Nepalese culture and
raise awareness for the country
See Nepal, Page 11

Winona State today, Hollywood tomorrow?
Winona Idol 2 has 12 performances, attracts more than 200
Will Maravelas
WINONAN
It's not very often
that a TV show has such
a monumental effect that
college campuses replicate it.
Winona State had
its second annual Winona Idol competition,
mirrored after American
Idol, Friday, April 7, in
Somsen Auditorium.
Mass communication major Paul Ebner,
who helped organize the
event, said those who
planned Winona Idol 2
worked "to the bone" this
year promoting it.

It seemed to pay off,
drawing more than 200
spectators and 12 different performers and
groups.
The Black Cultural
Awareness Association, who sponsored the
event, cultivated a lineup
of acts, varying from a
performance of "Boogie
Woogie Bugleboy" by
a fully camouflaged, fatigue-wearing Christine
Tollison to a rap performance by Off the Block,
which features Winona
State students.
Of course, the pop
songs that American Idol
viewers expect to hear
also appeared throughout

DJ's

the night.
a rap song, with scantily his version of the Def tion of the Red Hot Chili
Lindsey Beltz start- clad women pantomimed Leppard classic, "Pour Pepper's hit, "Under the
Bridge."
Some Sugar on Me."
ed the competition with on a keyboard.
The night didn't only
Winona State stuMandy Moore's song,
The crowd enjoyed
"Have a Little Faith in it, laughing almost the dent Dan Glenn, with his feature vocal performancacoustic guitar in hand, es, but also two dance
Me."
whole time.
She stood in front of
Besides rap and pop, won the competition displays.
four blue banners featur- the competition also fea- by singing his way into
the hearts of the audiing past American Idol tured rock music.
See Idol, Page 12
greats and a
Ebner
erformed ence with his rendilarge TV monitor
Continued from Page 10
adorned with the
sold," said Sherpa.
among Americans and and songs.
event's logo.
"Nepal Fusion" will be
Tickets to "Nepal FuInternational students.
Billy
from 6 to 8 p.m. on Satur"Also being the club's sion" are $5.
and the Backup
first year, we thought of
Sherpa said that the day in the Student Activity
Dancers, featurmaking our club a bit re- tickets have been selling Center.
ing Winona State
nowned and also sustain- fast, and interested students
student Todd
Reach Swadhinta Baral
able," Sherpa said.
should hurry to get theirs in
Hanson, brought
at SBara13530@winona.edu
Tickets to "Nepal Fu- the Student Union.
some humor to
sion" include samples of au"Out of 150 tickets, althe night with an
thentic Nepalese cuisine and most 100 have already been
obvious spoof of
Nepalese entertainment in sold out and the remainthe form of cultural dances ing [tickets] are ready to be
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STUDENTS! !

Winona's Low Price Leader
Saint Mary's Doctor of Education in Leadership (Ed.D.) program is

Your Total
Purchase Price
with this Ad on

designed to prepare you to provide ethical, visionary, and informed transformational leadership to promote the common good.

program is ideal for:

• • Educational Administration, Higher Education Faculty & Leadership
• • Visionary business leaders
• Anyone who seeks

EVERYTHING

guide societal transformation

New WINONA COHORT forming in MAY 2006

in the Store!

Corner of 3rd E. Main,
Downtown Winona

The

Attend an upcoming information session at the Toner Center, Winona campus:
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, anytime from 3-6:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, anytime from 3-6:30 p.m.

For more information and to RSVP, please contact associate program director

Mon-Fri (10 am - 6 pm)
(10 am - 4 pm)
Sat

New Balance Athletic Shoes • Sandals
Collegian Apparel • Winona Souvenir Shirts
Hiking Boots • Work Boots
and MUCH MORE!!!

Nelson Updaw by calling toll-free

1-866-437-2788 ext. 191, by e-mail

nupdaw@smumn.edu or visit us online at www.smumn.edu
School of Graduate & Professional
Programs
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Cleverness of'Inside Man' should
get moviegoers to the theater
Erik McClanahan
WilsIONAN

"Inside Man"
Movie Type
Crime/Dra ma/Thriller
Running Time
129 minutes
Directed by
Spike Lee
Cast
Denzel Washington, Clive
Owen, Jodie Foster, Christopher Plummer, Clliwetel
Ejiofor, Willem Dafoe
MPAA Rating
R: for language and some
violent imao-es
Rating
B+
"Inside Man" is director Spike Lee's ("25th Hour,"
"He Got Game," "Do the Right
Thing") first foray in to mainstream cinema, and the result is
pleasing, smart entertainment.
Part heist, part morality tale, and altogether clever,
movie, "Inside Man" begins
as Dalton Russell (played with
steely coolness by Clive Owen,
who is better suited for this kind
of film as opposed to last year's
laughably bad "Derailed") talks

to the camera, explaining how
he has planned the perfect bank
robbery.
From then on, the movie
is set in motion as people in
jumpsuits take over a bank for
what appears to be a heist.
The most exciting thing
about "Inside Man" is that it
never falls under the typical
heist-movie clichés, leaving the
audience guessing up until the
logical finale.
Detective Keith Frazier
(Denzel Washington, playing another cop character with
well-dressed swagger) is called
on to the scene as the robbery
turns into a hostage situation.
The rest of the movie is a catand-mouse game between Russell and Frazier as the police try
to figure out what is going on
inside the bank.
Are the robbers simply
stealing money or are they
looking for something more
valuable or perhaps more secretive?
I won't ruin the surprise
for you as the fun in the movie
is putting the pieces together
yourself.
Jodie Foster does great
work in a small, but vital role
to the film.
She plays a power broker
who is protecting the interests
of the bank's owner (the perfectly cast Christopher Plummer) as the hostage situation
unfolds.
"Inside Man" works mainly because of Lee's smart direc-

Idol
Students Ben Maduka, Steve Robinson and Montrell Oliver showed off
their fancy footwork and talent.
Glenn said he participated because the event seemed entertaining.
"I had friends tell me I should do
the real American Idol, but it's not the
right venue for acoustic guitar players," he said. "This sounded like it
was much more managable, plus the

12 Arts 6 Entertainment

Trying something new....

Matt KasperiWINONAN
The Asian American Club sponsored "Taste ,r) . Asia" last Saturday. The event included
a Feast of Asian dishes and the documentary movie, "P.S. I'm Asian." Club members
made i.hG <<4m to show their struggles as internEo"ional students. Other entertainment
included VisiAavnese dancers, videos, dispiay b3richs and Asian music.

Thank you Spike Lee for
tion, Russell Gewirtz's inge- sues that he usually slams the
nious script (his film debut) audience over the head with making a heist movie differare dealt with more realism ent than rest of them, because
and the well-rounded cast.
we need more originality at the
Even Washington, who and subtlety in "Inside Man."
Lee takes jabs at violent multiplex that is entertaining
seems to play a cop in almost
every movie he makes, creates games and rapper 50 Cent to yet still smart.
a character that is somehow • show the influence both may
Reach Erik McClanahan
different and more vulnerable have on children.
Even the title of the film at EMMcClan1841@winona.
than anything he's played behas multiple meanings, which edu
fore.
Check out next week's issue
"Inside Man" is filled with become clear by the end of the
for
a
review of "Lucky Number
similar Lee issues and camera film, and the plot's payoff is
Sleven."
work; although the racial is- more than satisfying.
Continued from Page 11
/'cfc,(V7iie.?
with her not always crowd-pleas$150 was enticing."
Glenn said winning the competi- ing responses—and Stacey Matthees
The Winonan is selling graduation lines. Stop by the
from Administrative Affairs.
tion was amusing and surprising.
BCAA president Kamau Wilkins Winonan office to send a shout-out to a graduate.
"I liked getting recognized, even
Lines cost $1, and they will run in the last issue.
though it's more of a fun title than said he hopes Winona Idol gets so big
that there isn't a venue on campus that
anything else," he said.
Judges for Winona Idol 2 were can hold everyone who wants to atBasketball Coach Mike Leaf, Head tend.
Reach Will Maravelas
Athletic Trainer Holly Dibert–who
mimicked Simon Cowell that night WJMarave4836@winona.edu
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Jamie: Peace, love and mud
Yo fellow readers!
In the words of Ace VentuL
ra: "Ha ha ha! I'm alive!"
Okay, I know I've been
gone for awhile, but that doesn't
mean I've lost my game.
In fact, I've got some love
advice for you all.
Time to tackle that crocodile....
As you all know, spring is
here, so break out those shorts
and sunglasses so you can have
some fun with your love interest. •
Who cares if you have that
paper to write?
Take a break and bask in the
sun as you play Frisbee, chat
with your partner or eat peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches.
Now is a great time to rekindle that romance.

I have only one warning for
you: Beware of mud.
Yes, it is spring, meaning
that the April showers have also
arrived.
Although it seems tempting to take your date out after a
rainstorm, don't do it.
No rainbow-gazing opportunity is worth the wet butt or
the slip in the mud that you will
most likely endure.
Now, you might think that a
picnic blanket will save you.
It won't, especially if you
make the horrible mistake of
wearing flip-flops.
Instead, stay inside and
cuddle with your sweetie, throw
Super Balls against the linoleum
or watch cartoons.
Good luck, Spike.
,

One step closer to gracluatiom.

Prepare for
business in
the global era!
Earn your MASTER'S i

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
he 21st century is complex and
1 demanding, requiring unique skills and
knowledge to compete in today's global
marketplace. To meet this demand, our
MIB program is designed to enable graduates
to analyze and adapt to the diverse and
dynamic business and cultural environment.

• •Complete your master's degree
in 16 months
• •Gain experience through
an international field study
in Europe and Asia
• •Learn diverse perspectives
from a multinational
student cohort

•• ,:m•?.vio.z.imM,M,K.W.W.,,:',7;;RMW:?:',,,M7M:M:,,,

Develop the skills you
need to succeed—enroll now to earn your
MI

• •Receive individual attention
with small class sizes

For more information, contact
Jay Skranka, Program Director

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Fans of dance were treated to a senior dance recital last
Saturday evening. Senior dance students Alli Engelsma and
Susie Soukaseume organized the recital, which attracted
students, community members and faculty.

Saint Mary's
University
OF MINNESOTA

507-457-6696
or 800-635-598Z Ext.6696
e-mail: jskranka@smumn.edu
Winona, Minnesota

www.smumn.edu •mib
rs
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Spring sports samplers for students
WINONA, Minn.—The Winona State University women's
golf team placed first in the Best
Western Riverport Inn Classic.
at Cedar Valley Golf Course.
The
Warriors
tallied
a twod a y
score
of 641,
beating
the four
other
Placko
teams
c 0 111 peting in the event.
Leading the way for the
Warriors was Megan Placko.
The freshman notched the best
two-day score of anyone in the
meet with a 152.
Alyssa Halverson took fifth
in the meet for the Warriors after shooting 164. Rounding out
the top Winona State finishes
were Nikki Wilson, Jaime Anderson (176) and Carissa Gabrielson (176).

Sophomore Troy
Merritt
posted
meet medalist honors
for Winona
State after
shooting a
two-over
par 73.
Junior
Matt Horel
finished a
stroke behind Merritt to take
second
place in the
meet.
T h e
win over
Kate Weber/WINONAN Crookston
Winona State's Morgan Proshek drives toward
marked the
the green Saturday during the Riverport Inn
sixth first
tournament at Cedar Valley Golf Course in
place finWinona. Proshek shot a par 4 on hole 6.
ish in six
tries for the
. golf team defeated Minnesota- Warriors
so far this spring.
Crookston 303-320.

Men beat UM-C
WINONA,Minn.—Continuing a perfect start to its spring
season, the Winona State men's

After Sunday's action, Winona State has taken first in all
four invites and is 2-0 in headto-head play this spring.
The Warriors sought to keep
the streak going when they
competed in the Minnesota
State Mankato Spring Invite
April 10-11. The invite took
place after this issue of the Winonan went to press.

Tennis goes 1-1
WHITEWATER, Wis.The Winona State men's tennis
team won a match and lost a
match during a weekend trip to
Whitewater, Wis.
The Warriors fell short in the
first match, losing to Wisconsin-Whitewater 8-1.
The lone Winona State victory came from the No. 3 doubles position, where Jonathon
Gould and Ryan Zilka teamed
for an 8-5 win.
In the second match, Winona
State defeated Lawrence (Wis.)
9-0.

Put Some Class Into
Your Summer!
In the Twin Cities this summer
and need a college ootirse?

A Great Place to Live!
Tennants Trust

IT

MANAGEMENT & SALES
Main St & Broadway

Cheek out Val
h at's available at
Century College_

www-century.ed u

Higher Education.
Lower Tullio 1111.
mine r Classes begin
May 15 and Jimmie 26
:

Houses & Apts.

Go to: www.
greatrivermanagement.com

507-452-8808
email: grms@hbei.com .
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The Warriors had no trouble
beating the Vikings as none of
the matches were even close.
Winona State didn't drop a set
in the entire match.
The Warriors' season is
winding down. Winona State
will travel to Mankato, Minn.
for three road matches this
weekend before heading to
Grand Forks, N.D. the following weekend for the North Central Conference tournament.

Women win again

WINONA, Minn.—The
Winona State women's tennis
team continued to stay hot, defeating Southwest Minnesota
State 8-1.
The win marked the Warriors' fifth victory in their last
six tries.
The Warriors swept the top
five singles positions and swept
doubles play.
No. 1 singles player Michele
Bailey improved her record on
the season to 14-2 after beating
Sarah Hilderbrandt of Southwest State 6-2, 6-1.
Bailey also combined with
No. 2 singles player Ilona Bes
for an 8-0 win at No. 1 doubles.
Bes added a win at No. 2
singles after beating Remona
Lerch 6-2, 6-0.
Laura Hobert, Maggie
Lindquist and Holly Peltier
won at No. 3, 4 and 5 singles,
respectively.

Football update
WINONA, Minn.—The Winona State football team surpassed the halfway point of its
spring practice schedule last
week.
Winona State's spring game
is scheduled for Saturday, April
22.
The annual game gives
young players a chance to get a
taste of Division II football and
the veteran players a chance to
get back on the field for a tuneup.

UPAC Presents...

Hosted by Winona State University

Warriors, Harty, take fourth at Oshkosh Open
Harty breaks
school record
in triple jump;
Faber wins 400meter hurdles
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
The Winona State University
women's track and field team
competed
in its
second
meet
of the
outdoor
season
at the
0shkosh
Harty
Open
on the
campus of MAT-Oshkosh. The
Warriors finished fourth out of
12 competing teams with a total of 78 points.
•

Winona State junior Gretchen Harty had a big day for the
Warriors as she scored a first
place finish in the triple jump
with a leap of 38 feet. It also set
a new Winona State record.
"We had a lot of athletes improve on their performance and
that's what we are looking for,"
Winona State track coach Mason Rebarchek said.
Also tallying a first place finish for the Warriors was senior
Deidra Faber as she won the
400-meter hurdles with a time
of 1:02.97.
Faber also combined with
freshman Samantha Lisowski
to finish third
a n d
fourth
in the
200meter
hurdles
for the
Warriors.
Lisowski
Their
efforts
earned the Warriors 11 points
toward their 78 total as a team.

Lisowski added a fourth
place
finish
in the
100meter
dash as
well.
" I
guess
we just
needed
Bauman
to drop
h e r
down to shorter tracks," Rebarchek said. "[Lisowski] ran
in the 400-meter dash for the
indoor season and we decided
to drop her down to the 100 and
200-meter dash this week. She's
been running well there."
Winona State junior thrower
Nikki Lonning picked up two
top five finishes at the Open.
Lonning finished fourth in the
hammer throw with a 48.05meter toss and a fifth place finish in the shot put with a 12.97meter throw.
Winona State junior Liz
Bauman scored a fourth place

finish in the discus
with a 41.35-meter
throw.
Bria Magnuson
finished third in the
pole vault with a
3.35-meter vault.
In relay competition, Winona State
finished third in the
400-meter with a
time of 50.18 seconds. The Warriors
also finished third
in the 1,600-meter
relay with a time of
4:08.54.
UW-Oshkosh, the
defending indoor
NCAA Division III
champion, won the
Oshkosh Open with
a score of 302.
The
Warriors
next meet is Friday
at UW-Eau Claire
for the UW-Eau
Claire Open.
Reach Adam at
AJStanek749 @winona.edu

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona State's Nikki Lonning making
a weight throw during a meet last year.

The Week in Warrior Athletics
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

Strengthening your personal skills is not the only
benefit of joining the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. If you qualify,
you can receive a $20,000 Enlistment Bonus, $65,000
College Loan Repayment or $70,000 from the Army
College Fund. Find out more at BOARMY.COM or
1-800-USA-ARMY.

Learn how to
REPAY your
COLLEGE
LOANS call '
507-454-8990

Where: 1215 Gilmore Ave., Winona, MN
When Monday-Friday, 9a.m.-6p.m.
Who Staff Sergeant Troy Thompson

AN ARMY Of ONE
(U.S.ARMY)
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A glance back at the week that was and
a peek at the week ahead
BASEBALL

SOFTBALL (25 7 1, 4 0)
-

-

-

Thurs., April 6: Win, 1-0;
(18-9, 9-1)
Sat., April 8: Win, 7-3; Win, Win, 10-4 vs. Upper Iowa
Sat., April 8: Win, 9-7 vs.
9-3 vs. Northern State
Moorhead; Win, 8-0 vs. NorthSun., April 9: Win, 8-3;
ern State
Win, 6-0 vs. Northern State
Sun., April 9: Win, 10-2 vs.
UPCOMING GAMES:
Wed., April 12 @ St. Cloud Bemidji State; Win, 8-3 vs.
Minnesota, Crookston
State (2)
Tues., April 11 vs. ConcorThurs., April 13 @ Minnedia-St. Paul (2) after the Winsota, Crookston (2)
Fri., April 14 @ Minnesota, onan went to press
UPCOMING GAMES:
Crookston (2)
Thurs., April 13 vs. North
MENS TENNIS (14 7)
Dakota
(2)
Sat., April 8: Loss, 8-1 at
Fri.,
April
14 vs. South DaUW-Whitewater
kota
(2)
Sat., April 8: Win, 9-0 vs.
WOMEN'S GOLF
Lawrence, Wisconsin
Sat./Sun., April 8-9: Took
UPCOMING:
first place in the Best Western
Fri., April 14 vs. Sioux
Riverport Inn Classic at the
Falls, S.D.
Sat., April 15 at Minnesota Cedar Valley Golf Course
UPCOMING:
State Mankato; vs. Truman
April 14-15: Maverick Invite
State
-

WOMENS TENNIS
(10-6)
Sat., April 8: Win, 8-1 vs.
Southwest Minnesota State
UPCOMING:
Fri., April 14 vs. Sioux
Falls, S.D.
Sat., April 15 at Minnesota
State Mankato; vs. Truman
State

TRACK AND FIELD
Sat., April 8: Took fourth
place out of ten teams with 78
points in the Oshkosh Open in
Oshkosh, Wis.
UPCOMING MEETS:
Friday, April 14 at the UWEau Claire Open

MEN'S GOLF
Thurs., April 6: Win, 287302 at Upper Iowa
Sun., April 9: Win, 303320 vs. Minnesota, Crookston

Warriors extend winning streak to nine
Scott Swanson
WINONAN

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona State SS Karyn Koehnle
makes a cut last week at home.

The Winona State
University softball team
has officially ended its
midseason slump.
After a span where they
won just two of seven
games, the Warriors have
rattled off a nine game
winning streak—tied for
their longest of the year.
This past week, the
Warriors swept Upper
Iowa in a home doubleheader before traveling to
Marshall, Minn., where
they won four games in two
days in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate C6nference
Southern-Crossover.
The Southern Crossover
also marked the start of
the Warriors (25-7-1, 4-0)
NSIC schedule.

The Warriors opened the
Terra Halron each added two
Southern Crossover Saturday
complete game, shutout to hits in the win.
with a game against Minnesota lead the Warriors over Northern
The Warriors looked to
State-Moorhead.
State. The sophomore gave up
Led by Sarah Carlson, the just four hits while striking out
Warriors beat Moorhead 9- eight in the 8-0 win.
7. Carlson went 2-for-4 with
Offensively, the Warriors
a home run. Jenny Dobbertin were led by Lindsay Rosicky.
went 2-for-3 with a triple and Rosicky went 3-for-4 with a
double and a triple.
The very next day, the
Warriors beat Bemidji State
10-2 and followed that up by
defeating Minnesota-Crookston
Rosicky
8-3.
In the game against Bemidji
State, Dobbertin went 3-for-3. keep their NSIC unbeaten
Carlson and Chelsea Rosenow streak going when they hosted
both went 2-for-3 with a double Concordia-St. Paul Tuesday for
and triple. a double-header, but the games
Dobbertin
Against Crookston, the were played after this issue of
Warriors were led by Amanda the Winonan went to press.
Wilhelm.
The
freshman
The pair of games against
two RBIs.
recorded a team-high three hits the Golden Bears kicks off an
The second game of the day for the Warriors.
eight-game home stand for
saw Kristen Fossell pitch a
Rosicky, Katie Hanson and Winona State.

The Perspective: End of season NBA awards
The NBA season is winding
down, so that means it's time to
hand out some awards.
The "St. Louis Rams Surprise Team Award"
This award goes to the team
that exceeded preseason expectations and more. It goes to the
team that came out of nowhere
to become one of the best teams
in the league.
This award is given in honor
of the 1999 St. Louis Rams.
The '99 Rams went from being
the worst team of the 1990s to
one of the most feared teams in
NFL history. In the '99 season,
the Rams finished 13-3 and
won the Super Bowl. The year
before? They were 4-12.
Without further ado, this
year's "St. Louis Rams Award"
goes to none other than the Los
Angeles Clippers. Coming into
the season, the Clippers had
not reached the playoffs since
the ice age. This season, they
have asserted themselves as
one of the premiere teams in
the league.
Led by MVP-candidate Elton
Brand, the Clippers clinched
a playoff spot last week. They
currently have the fourth best

record in the western conference and they have the pieces
to make a postseason run.
The "Joel Przybilla Big
Man of the Year Award"
This award goes to the 7footer who stood around doing
nothing more than any other
big man.
It is given in honor of Minnesota's own, Joel Przybilla.
Miraculously, Przybilla averaged more fouls per game than
points per game through his
first four seasons in the NBA.
The 2006 "Joel Przybilla Big
Man of the Year Award" goes
to, for the second consecutive
year, Michael Olowakandi.
Olowakandi was traded
midway through the season
this year, but that didn't stop
him from doing what he does
best—standing around, doing
nothing.
Olowakandi has shown again
and again why he is the biggest
bust in the history of the NBA
draft and this season is no exception. The big man has averaged five points, five rebounds
and three fouls a game for the
Timberwolves and Celtics.
Congratulations,
Kandi

Scott Swanson
Sports Editor
Man!
(Note: Olowakandi will look
to make history next season
when he goes for his unprecedented third straight "Joel
Przybilla Award.")
The "Ndudi Ebi, What
Was I Thinking Award"
Only rookies qualify for this
award. It goes to the rookie who
has proven more than any other
rookie that he made a huge mistake when deciding to enter the
NBA draft early.
The "Ndudi Ebi, What Was
I thinking Award" is given in
honor of, you guessed it, Ndudi
Ebi. Ebi decided to enter the
2003 NBA draft straight out of
high school. He was associated
with the Minnesota Timber-

wolves for two seasons before
being cut last fall.
Ebi, who could have just
finished his junior year playing
basketball at Arizona, played in
19 games during his short NBA
career. He totaled 40 points in
those two years (but it should
be noted that 18 of those points
came in one game).
This year's "Ndudi Ebi,
What Was I Thinking Award"
goes to Antoine Wright. Wright
left Texas A&M after his junior
season to begin his professional
career.
He was drafted by the New
Jersey Nets with the 15th pick
overall. This season, Wright has
averaged 1.8 points per game
game. It's not looking good for
the former First Team All-Big
12 member.
The
"Barkley-Malone,
I Just Can't Get It Done
Award"
This award is given to an
elite NBA player who has
shown that their chances of
leading a team to an NBA title
are slim-to-none. Whatever the
reason, this NBA superstar just
doesn't have what it takes to
lead his team all the way.

It is given in honor of Charles
Barkley and Karl Malone. Both
of these big men established
themselves as all-time NBA
greats, but they both failed
to lead their team to an NBA
championship.
Although I hate to do it, this
year's "Barkley-Malone, I just
can't get it done award" goes to
Minnesota's own, Kevin Garnett. •
Don't get me wrong, I love
Garnett, (his heart may be bigger than anyone in the game),
but he has shown that he can't
lead his team to victory on a
consistent basis.
He puts up amazing numbers every season, but when the
clock is running out at the end
of a close game, KG is not the
superstar you want on the floor.
He is not going to win a championship unless he has someone else to take over the end of
games for him.
With that being said, I hope
Garnett comes out and proves
me wrong next season.
That wraps up this year's
awards. Enjoy the playoffs.
Reach
Scott e
at
SDSwanso3092@winona.edu
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Winona State in conference title hunt

Warriors sit
just a half
game behind
NSIC leader
Wayne State

losses by the Warriors at home
against non-conference foe
Minnesota State-Mankato.
MSU-Mankato won by a
combined 4 runs in sweeping the double-header over the
Warriors.
In game one, the Warriors
surrendered five runs in the second inning and went on to lose
7-4. Junior Ben Barrone and
freshman Andrew Kes each hit
a home run for the Warriors.
Chandler MacLean
In game two, MSU-Mankato
WINONAN
rallied for two runs in the top
With less than a month re- of the seventh and final inning,
maining in the regular season, and escaped with a 3-2 win over
the Winona State University the Warriors. Senior Jay Horner
base- led off the second inning with
ball his fifth homerun of the season.
team is Junior Matt O'Brien pitched
right in well in defeat, giving up only
the mid- two runs before being relieved
dle of in the last inning.
Despite the tough home lossa twot e a m es on the eve of the 12-game
race road trip, the Warriors bounced
for the back for an impressive sweep
over Northern State (5-21, 0NorthBarrone
ern Sun 4).
Strong pitching and offense
Interhighlighted each of the four
collegiate conference title.
Just a half game back of Warriors wins. The Warriors
NSIC leader Wayne State (22- only allowed nine runs com8-1, 10-0), the Warriors (18-9, bined, notching a shut-out in the
9-1) kept pace in the standings fourth game, while scoring thirover the weekend, sweeping a ty runs
critical four-game series with of their
own in
Northern State.
The sweep opened a stretch the seof 12 consecutive road games ries.
A
for the Warriors.
There is little relief in sight pair of
as the presumably road-weary seniors,
Warriors will return home April Josh
22 and 23 only to host Wayne Schultz
State for what could be the un- and Joe
Magee
official regular season confer- Magee,
keyed
ence championship.
The sweep of Northern State the Warriors win in game one.
was especially timely consider- Schultz pitched five innings to
ing it 'followed a pair of close pick up the win, while Magee
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Doug Sundin/WINONAN
A Winona State baseball player makes a stop in a nonconference game against Minnesota
State-Mankato last week. The Warriors lost both games in the double-header.

had two RBIs to lead the offense in a 7-3 win.
In game two, Barrone had
a pair of doubles, senior Josh
Maggert scored four runs, and
seniors' Magee and Brian Menard had two RBIs a piece.
Senior Jade Boettcher had five
strikeouts while allowing only
three hits through five innings
to record the win in the 9-3
Warriors victory.
In game one of the second
double-header against Northern State, the Warriors led 8-0
early on before cruising to an 83 win. Maggert had three RBIs,

and Menard had three hits.
Sophomore Bryan Ruff struck
out five in five innings of work
to pick up the win.
Junior pitchers Brad Bjerke and Dan Burch combined
for a 6-0 shutout to complete
the sweep in the series finale.
Bjerke gave up only four hits
through five innings to record
the win. Burch didn't allow a
hit in closing out the final two
innings for the Warriors. Barrone capped off a solid week
from the plate with his sixth
homerun of the season.
In five games, Barrone bat-

ted .438 with two homeruns,
four runs scored, and 2 RBI.
Bjerke also had 'a strong week,
posting a 1.50 ERA in two appearances.
The Warriors will play six
games in three days beginning
April 12 at St. Cloud State. The
double-header will be followed
by a pair of twin-bills (April
13-14) at winless MinnesotaCrookston.
Reach
Chandler
at
CLMacLea9357@winona.edu
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"AS LONG AS WE HAVE A DESIGNATED SMOKING LOUNGE, IT SHOUL N'T BE A PROBLEM.'
Paul von Hindenburg
•

"SURE, HE'S
A IT
TE PERAMENTAL.
BUT I'LL BE
QUEEN!"

-±1(ATHERINEHHOWARP;.

CALMT SMOKING WHEN I GRAD ATE."
— Lifelong Smoker

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT
MOST STUDENTS WHO
SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING
AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T.
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